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UAHS Announcements - Sep 05, 2017

Announcements

BSRL Project Newsletter #75

College of Medicine – Tucson Grand Rounds

Infectious Diseases Grand Rounds - September 5, 2017 at 11 a.m.
CNS Parasites: Who, When, Where, Diagnosis, and Treatment

Review of the most common parasites that invade/infect the CNS with a special emphasis on Toxoplasma gondii

Neuroscience Grand Rounds - Friday, September 8 at 8AM

Medicine Grand Rounds, Wednesday, Sept. 6 at noon

Events

You’re Invited, Oct 19 Lunch & Learn: Repairing Hearts, Improving Lives: Bringing the UA-Invented Beating Heart Graft to Market

Join Tech Launch Arizona as we talk with the Avery Therapeutics startup team: Jordan Lancaster, PhD, Steve Goldman, MD, and Jen Watson, PhD. Through careful planning and collaboration, they worked with TLA to take a beating heart graft developed at College of Medicine from the lab to the marketplace.

Meet Your Pharmacist, Wednesday, September 6
Save a Life: Carry Naxolone
Seminars/Lectures

2017 Mid-Year Rural Health Policy Roundup

Diet and Healthy Aging: Lessons Learned from the Women’s Health Initiative

UA Arthritis Center Lecture, Wednesday, Sept. 6
Fighting Fire With Food: An Expert’s Inside Look at Nutrition and Inflammation...What Does the Science Say?

Ventana Research Lecture on Human Colon Neoplasia
Monday, Sept. 11, 2017, noon - 1 p.m.

IMB Research Seminar - Roger Sciammas, PhD - September 8 at Noon
"The IRF4 gene regulatory module functions as a read-write integrator to dynamically coordinate T helper cell fate" By Roger Sciammas, PhD

Drug Discovery and Developmental Therapeutics Seminar
TODAY: Tuesday, September 5, 2017